2015 Military Partner Convening

ClearPoint was proud to host our Military Reconnect Partners for a thought leadership convening on August 13, 2015 held at the ClearPoint Headquarters in Downtown Atlanta. At the event, partners from the Military Spouse Corporate Career Network (MSCCN), Tragedy Assistance Program for Survivors (TAPS), Operation Homefront, and Soldier for Life were able to network...
and collaborate on the specific challenges with the veteran population. We were also able to discuss ways to continue to implement the Personalized Learning Program (PLP) for service members, veterans, and their families.

MCCCN-Military Spouse Employment Partnership

The Military Spouse Corporate Career Network (MCCCN) is proud to announce its participation in the Department of Defense Ambassador Network. For ten years the MCCCN has provided constant and dependable ground-breaking programs and support for military spouses in employment. By joining the Spouse Ambassador Network, MCCCN is continuing its collaborative nature and becoming a part of an even larger collective effort to support military spouse employment.

TAPS-21st Annual TAPS National Military Survivor Seminar

Since 1995, TAPS has welcomed all who are grieving the loss of a loved one who died while serving, providing a full weekend of events for adults and children alike. The event was held May 22-24, 2015 in Washington, D.C., where participants were surrounded by the monuments of our nation that honor the service and sacrifice of our loved ones and remind everyone that “Freedom is Not Free.” ClearPoint had the opportunity to support this event and connect with many TAPS families while providing financial resources through the PLP built for TAPS.

ClearPoint Making Waves in the
Military Community

The PLP is a customized online financial education website that is designed to increase financial capability 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Online courses encompass three to five minute interactive learning modules designed to fit the needs of the participant. Pre and post tests, certificates of completion, tools, calculators, online journals, quarterly touch points and tracking of progress are also available. Intake and exit assessments provide a recommendation engine that allows learners to select additional topics of interest. Gamification features enable participants to earn rewards for free items such as gift cards and books. All courses are available in English and Spanish and have enhanced eLearning features to include knowledge checks, adopting Section 508 elements (ADA compliant), and ability to pause, rewind, and closed captioning. Learners can save their data and complete the program at their own pace. In addition to education, participants will have access to our counseling services and online chat support via the co-branded webpage from your

Operation Homefront—Support Military Families Through Combined Federal Campaign

The Combined Federal Campaign is a partnership between federal employees, the government and charitable organizations like Operation Homefront. Most Federal employees elect to pledge a specific amount to be withheld regularly from their pay beginning in January and continuing through December. One-time gifts are also possible. Donate to Operation Homefront using code #12526. The campaign begins on Sept. 1 and goes through Dec. 15.

IAVA-IAVA Calls for Second GOP Debate to include Vet-Focused Policies

As the 2016 Presidential race continues with the second Republican National Committee (GOP) sponsored debate on September 16, 2015, IAVA calls on candidates to outline concrete campaign agendas to address the most urgent issues impacting America’s Post-9/11 veterans and their families.

ClearPoint Representatives Ray Pennie, VP of Development and Mark Godfrey, Director of Business Development attend the annual American Legion Conference and Hiring our Heroes event.
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How to Get Started?

Visit your VSO partner page and click the red, “new users register here” button. Once you have registered you will be able to take advantage of all the program features available. If you have any questions regarding the program please reach out to your VSO partner or email us at plp@clearpointccs.org.

PLP Course Spotlight - Managing Your Credit

Managing your credit can be difficult but the ClearPoint Personalized Learning Program (PLP) has made it easy for users to learn and apply their knowledge for long term financial success. “Managing Your Credit” is a course included in the PLP that allow participants to explore types of credit, steps for establishing credit, credit reporting and scores, and strategies for managing credit.

Credit Score

☑ Excellent
☐ Good
☐ Fair
☐ Uncertain
☐ Poor
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